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Everything around us constantly changes - change is inevitable. We have to adapt according to the change
and make the most out of it. When it comes to technology this statement is more than relatable.
Technology gives us new definitions to everything - from communication to socialization, from shopping
to travelling and what not.
The field of education too is witnessing a new trend as instead of going for the old-school
tuition/coaching classes, students are now opting for online tuitions by booking classes or sessions for a
particular topic.
Over the last few years, online tutoring sites have really gained popularity. The reason is that people just
don't have the time or the money to spend at an actual tutoring center. In addition to that, today Internet is
not something that is out of reach for most. A need of the present age, Internet has sparked some brilliant
innovations - in this case, in the field of Education.
Online tutoring is an ideal solution as it can be done at one's place of residence, on a computer or a
mobile device, and is usually a much cheaper and essentially a more convenient alternative. Here are a
few websites that are revolutionizing learning and teaching, and giving new meanings to the field of
Education Technology 1. Vedantu
Vedantu is probably the best online tutoring website in India. They offer one to one online learning with a
major focus on individual attention. They offer monthly tuitions, curriculum courses and Olympiad
courses for students up to 12th class. Apart from this there are courses for subjects for the preparation of
career competitive exams.
2. My private tutor
My private tutor website provides a wide range of course for students and handsome earnings for the
teacher. Teacher can subscribe to the website and become a tutor, thereafter the tutor can teach using an
online platform as well as find students in their locality. Students can send request to teachers to contact
them and also take the advantage of a demo class offered by the tutor. Also they offer a wide range of
courses for the subjects in Bachelors programs and school.
3. BharatTutor
Bharat tutor is one of the great platforms as it offers interaction between teachers and students. Tutor can
teach according to their availability and the teaching session is an online one through the general white
board mode. This website does not charge any payment for the class booking. The courses offered are
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related to school and college subjects with also the addition of courses in sports and driving.
4. Expert Tutor
Experttutor is a major Online Tutoring platform. They provide Online Coaching Classes for student of all
grades (for both CBSE and ICSE boards), and also for IIT JEE, CET, GMAT, and GRE & TOEFL.
Expert Tutor is an initiative of Focus Group that specializes in Online Tuition for Science, Maths,
English, Physics, Test preparation and Homework Help. They offer wide range of courses, and they have
learning centers at major cities like Bengaluru, Mumbai, and Delhi etc.
5. ClueUp
ClueUp is an integration of technology and education in the most personalized and fun way possible. It is
evolved from the idea of neighbors teaching neighbors. Also it 'gamifies' the process of learning by
involving a level up system, achievements and much more. It facilitates you to Become a Tutor to find
students of your subject in your proximity. Tutors can monetize their skills and let others learn from, and
a chance to share your knowledge with others. Overall, users get a user friendly tech approach and a
personalized interactive education approach.
6. TutorIndia
Tutor India offers platform for online learning and teaching in vast range of subjects. They offer academic
courses on school subjects which are present in different languages. Other courses offered are in the fields
of business, art and crafts, law etc. They do not charge anything for the service. Also the assignment
solving service they provide in few subjects is also free and good to use.
7. Eduwizads India
Started in 2007 in India Eduwizard have 100,000 registered students and provide home tuition option in
Delhi and Bangalore and online tuition in all over India and in USA. Registration for tutor is free and
company will charge some percentage of tutor’s income as commission. Company also provides online
tutoring jobs for Indian tutor to teach USA students. Teacher should have good communication skill in
natural English along with subject knowledge.
8. Smart thinking
Smarthinking is an excellent online tutoring service for college and high school students. The writing
center and whiteboard are excellent features that make this service stand out. The company's customer
service is quick to respond and is guaranteed to help you with any struggles you might have.
Smarthinking is a smart choice to turn to for online tutoring services if you find that you aren't doing your
best in your high school or college classes and you need help with your homework
9. Tutor.com
Tutor.com online tutoring is extremely efficient when compared with other online tutoring services, and it
is one of the better online tutoring companies available today. With a whiteboard for studying sessions
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and AP course help, your child can get homework help and succeed. With pricing plan options, this
company makes it easy to find something that suits your budget and needs. Tutor.com is a solid choice for
anyone who wants to help their child understand a topic, get simple homework help, or improve his
grades.
10 . Hashlearn
Hashlearn is a new initiative in education technology, which offers its services through an app. Where in
users can register and talk to tutors with the chat facility. Students can learn different school subjects and
find solution to their doubts. The subjects offered are Maths, Physics and Chemistry with vast sub
categories. Also they provide counseling to the students. The tutors are engineering students from top
engineering colleges of India. The student can take up a demo class and then they offer monthly and
yearly subscription.
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